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Eternity
Dictionary Definition: Infinite or unending time; timelessness.

Synonyms: Afterlife, everlasting, hereafter, afterworld, the next world, the beyond, heaven, paradise, 
nirvana, immortality, forever, perpetuity, infinite, endless, everlasting, eternal, infinitude.

Synonym Definition

afterlife life after death or at a later time in a person’s lifetime

everlasting lasting forever, lasting for an indefinite long time

hereafter after this time, at some future time, in the life or world to come

afterworld the world after death or future world

heaven
the place where God lives, the place after where one lives after 
mortal (human) life ends 

paradise
A place of extreme beauty, delight or happiness, can also be used 
to mean the same as heaven.

nirvana (Buddhism)
freedom from the endless cycle of reincarnation (rebirth) and an 
end to pain and worry

immortality unending life

forever continual and unending

perpetuity endless or indefinitely long duration or existence

infinite unmeasurable, unlimited, indefinite

endless having or seeming to have no end

eternal lasting or existing forever, without end

permanent remain unchanged indefinitely (no end)
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Synonym Definition
Antonyms

 (the opposite 
of the word)

afterlife life after death or at a later time in a person’s lifetime life (as in right now)

everlasting 
lasting forever, lasting for an indefinite long time

ending, terminating

hereafter
after this time, at some future time, in the life or world 
to come life (as in right now)

afterworld the world after death or future world hell

heaven
the place where God lives, the place after where one 
lives after mortal (human) life ends hell

paradise
A place of extreme beauty, delight or happiness, can 
also be used to mean the same as heaven. hell

nirvana (Buddhism)
freedom from the endless cycle of reincarnation 
(rebirth) and an end to pain and worry -

immortality unending life mortal, human

forever continual and unending brief, never

perpetuity
endless or indefinitely long duration or existence

transience

infinite
unmeasurable, unlimited, indefinite limited, measurable, 

finite

endless having or seeming to have no end ending, complete

eternal lasting or existing forever, without end temporary

permanent remain unchanged indefinitely (no end) temporary


